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I sing to the Mother Gaia,
I sing to the Father sun.
I sing to the living in the garden where
The Mother and the Father are One.
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Heal ing
Relat ionships.
Heal ing H e a r t s .

"We are participating in the
1998 Global Ar t  Project with the
understanding that when we heal
relationships, we heal the heart."

That's why the entire Cardiac
Department — doctors, nurses and
patients —  at  Duke University
Medical Center in Durhant, NC, un-
der the direction o f  Dr. Mitchell
Krucoff, will join thousands of oth-
ers this month when they exchange
their creation with that of another
group from across the sea.

Healing hearts around the
Earth is precisely what the Global
Art Project (GAP) is all about.

The vision of one has become
the vision of many.

Visions o f  unity simultane-
ously encircling the globe.

See the story "Earth art - an
expression o f  Earth's soul" on
Page 5.

Earth D a y
Parade 8
Celebration
TUCSON, AZ - The 4th Annual Earth
Day Festival is happening April 18,
gam to 1pm, in downtown Tucson.
According t o  Christina Bickelrnan,
co-chair tar the festival committee,
this event is quickly becoming one Of
Tucson's largest environmental fes-
tivals.
The one-mile-long parade route will
start at the Temple Of Music and Art,
corner of Scott and 14th St., and end
up at the Festival Grounds between
Armory Park and the Tucson Chil-
dren's Museum. Parade entries are
environmentally-themed, inc lud ing
bicycles, solar  powered and  other
alternatively f u e l e d  vehicles, and
creative human powered vehicles.
Exhibitors at  the Festival Grounds
will highlight the many growing op-
tions for Earth-friendly living, includ-
ing products, serv ices,  C i t y  a n d
county programs.
Bickelman a d d s  tha t  t he  goa l  o f
Earth Day Festival '98 into enhance
environmental awareness through
education, and to promote southern
Arizona's rich cultural heritage.
Earth Day Festival '98 is presented
by the Tucson Children's Museum.
For information on the parade or the
event, call in Tucson 792-9985.
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Women with vision
Here we have

women w h o  are
examples o f
what 's  work ing ,
posit ive and
visionary
examples o f
what 's  possible,
ra ther  than
what 's  n o t
happening: '
Ely Jan Henriksen

All it took was one trip to the
Middle East. One macrobiotic din-
ner. And two open hearts. Rama
Vernon was dining with a woman
from Lebanon who ran a spiritual
renewal retreat supported by the
Princess of Saudi Arabia.

"What is the secret to peace in
the Middle East?" asked Rama, who
would later form Women of Vision
and Action (WON/AL a spiritually-
based global network o f  women
whose mission is to create nothing
less than individual and world
peace. 'There must be a turnkey.
There's got to be away."

After considering Rama's
question, the Lebanese woman re-
sponded, "I 've been through the
war. I've lost my family. I  escaped
withjust the clothes on my bark and
I've had to start my life all over
again." Tears welted in her eyes.
"I've given up hope. I don't think
there will ever be peace in the Mid-
dle East."

Give up hope? Alien words to
Rama, who was raised by loving,
activist parents.

Rama's father had campaigned
and led marches on the state capitol
of California so chiropractors could
be licensed. He withstood jail and
threatening letters from the Ameri-
can Medical Association and the
California Medical Association un-
til the chiropractors won,

"My father would say, 'Don't
do thingsjust because everyone else

Science and
Consciousness
meet  in Tucson

TUCsON. AZ . Distinguished scien-
tists and msearchnes from Tucson and
around the world will gather this month
atacoeference to discuss a wide variety
of subjects, from quantum theory and
space-tine relativity, to religion, para-
psychology, evolution, and conscious-
ness is non-human animals. -
The..qnesnon, "Can science explain
consciousness?" was enthusiastically
debated at the 1994 and 1996 confer-
ences, "Toward A  Science o f  Con-
sciousness," held in Tucson. "Toward
A Science of Consciousness - Tucson

— in be held April25 ' May 2 at
Tucson Convention Censor and Holi-
day I n n  C i t y  Censor —  w i l l  Present
continued exploration 01 issues that lie
as the heart of our of humanity's great-
estsctentifrc frontiers: consciousness.
For program information and to regis-
ter, cult is Tucson 621-7724. The con-
ference is sponsored by Consciousness
Studies or The University of Anesna,
with support provided by Fetzer Insti-
tute and the Institute of  Noetic Sci-
ences.

Rama Jyoh Vernon is an inspiration to women around the Earth h e r  vision of world
peace has brought nations together and sparked the creation of WOVA, an interna-
tional group of women stepping into the power of the feminine emerging.

is doing it. You have to listen to
your heart, and live in integrity even
if everybody's doing something to-
tally different. Learn t o  stand
alone,' That's one of the greatest
gifts we can learn on this spiritual
journey we have," she says.

A native o f  the Middle East,
Rama's father also spoke in many
different churches every week. " I
was steeped in six, seven different
religions a week. I  loved it. I  was
always looking for God and I could
End him in any church. I didn't have
to have only one, you know. I  had
such a free childhood —the basis of
which was serving humanity with a
strong body and strong mind,"

NASHVILLE. Tenn. (ANS) — Spring break may
mean beaches, bikinis and beer for some, but students
participating in Break Away, a national nonprofit group
that steers people to community service projects, are
delivering meats to AIDS patients, leaching Native
American children and repairing the environment in
Utah.

According to executive director Kevin Roberts,
"Al Break Away, we do two things. We give students
the opportunity to serve the community during their
breaks, and we offer them the opportunity to foster the
development of services, the benefits of which will last
them well beyond graduation."

This year, Break Away has bunked up students
with programs like New York City's Gods Lone We
Deliver, which brings meals to homebound AIDS pa-
tients, the Cherokee Nation's Head Start Program and
Utah's Plateau Restoration program, which works to
develop solutions to damage done to fragile terrain.

Roberts calculates as many as 20,000 students will
participate in such breaks this spring. "Education is a
central aspect of an alternative school break," he said.
"If we are helping to send students to Appalachia to
build homes, then we need to educate them why there
is a need to build those homes there. Working directly
with the issues and problems society has is a great way

Her mother was a  medical
clairvoyant w h o  studied under
Eunice Inghatrs, one of the develop-
ers of modern Reflexology. Rama's
mother introduced her 10 Yoga,
which she attributes to giving her
the superhuman energy and an abil-
ity to stay centered that she has
drawn upon in times such as this
pivotal dinner.

As Rama shared this story with
me, her voice was soft, but fiery.
Her presence so powerful and open-
hearted, the phone could barely
contain the vibrancy of her energy.

"Nothing is impossible. We
can create miracles if we hold our
minds to it. I wanted to say to my
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new friend, 'No, no you can't give
up" But something inside roe said,
'Don't say anything. Who are you
to tell that woman not to give up?
You have not lived through the war.
You have not lost family members
to a war of violence: So I sat 'here,
Hying to feel her feelings and con-
nect with her heart. As we sat there
in silence, I took her hand"

Earlier, this woman had con-
fessed to Rama that she felt power-
less to do anything but strengthen
her own inner peace through prayer
and meditation. Rama had also be-
lieved that for 30 years.

"I started meditating as a teen-
ager," Rama added. 'That was my
gift 10 world peace. I didn't know
the world would call me out 10 Rus-
sia to help bridge the gap of the Cold
War. Now I know that after we do
our inner work, the world — if it is
lobe our calling — will bring us out
10 contribute to humanity in a more
direct way."

As a charismatic Yoga teacher,
founder of the Yoga Journal and the
California Institute for Yoga Teach-
ers Training, co-founder o f  the
American Yoga College, (and ulti-
mately founder of  Unity in  Yoga
Inleroational and the Iyengar Asso-
ciation o f  Northern California)
Rama traveled to Russia at the peak
of .ihe Cold War in 1984, intent an
holding Yoga conferences. She ar-
rived with a suitcase full of Yoga
books, unaware that Yoga was
banned and people were being
jailed if they even meditated.

Undaunted, she organized a
conference o f  spiritually-oriented
people under the guise of their pro-
fessional credentials. She gathered
together psychologists and doctors,
suggesting they hold the vision of
their spirituality as they spoke about
their professions.

"The love field was so great,
people walked out totally trans-
formed," she says.

She began holding non-stop
conferences, bringing t o  Russia

Continued on Page 2

Students choose social causes over
surfboards during Spring break

for students to understand the world better."
Based at Vanderbilt University, Break Away's

services are available to students at more than 300
colleges and universities. It keeps a database of desti-
nations and programs to help students tailor their breaks
to personal and career goals. It will also help students
identify ways of raising funds.

Students pay their own way and are encouraged to
be as involved as possible in arranging the details of
their breaks. "We ask students to become as invested in
their trip as is possible," said Roberts. 'That includes
deciding on destinations, recruiting fellow travelers and
Performing the work once they get there.

"We have a focus index for those looking to serve
in all kinds of fields, such as agriculture, working with
children and youth, domestic violence education, im-
migration and migrant workers and homelessness."

Roberts thinks it's a safe bet that many students
receive longer-lasting satisfaction from their commu-
nity service breaks than from lying on the beach or
frequenting bars. "One of our slogans is that spring
break lasts seven days, alternative breaks last a life-
time," he said.

Contact: Kevin Roberts, executive director, Break
Away, Nashville, Tenn., 615-343-2802.
lEn article is copyrighted by The American News Service.
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Women of Vision ...
Continued from Page
thousands and thousands of peOple, she and
her husband eventually formed the Center for
Soviet Dialogue.

Pretty soon, Gorbachev's people said,
Groups like yours have done more to end the

Cold War than any government. You have
brought to us the best of the heart of Amer-
ica.

Rama traveled to Russia more than 50
times in seven years. Practically a  com-
muter,' she quips. "We were taught they were
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the enemy, the evil empire, and I was scared
to face the enemy behind the Iron Curtain. But
when I  did and I  looked into their faces. I
didn't see the face of the enemy. I saw the face
of the friend."

Rama and her husband continued focus-
ing their global good wi l l  Of Russia until
Gorbachev left power. Then they turned their
attention toward the Middle East, to create a
dialogue between the Israelis and the Pales-
tinians.

"It's the same work. I t  doesn't matter
whether it's Russia or women or the Middle
East. It's being there to help others remember

Simple changes in your environment con
stimulate wonderful changes in your life.
Let inc help you design your special place.

To create a home in harmony,
an office of prosperity,

a room of tranquility.

Victoria Goitia
Feag thai Consultant. Interior Designer
Call phone/fm 520-885-3552 for appointment

their one humanity. We Just find new ways to
do that," she says.

Now her new way was to sit with this
war-weary Lebanese woman. "I felt we can't
give up hope. But I didn't say that. I just sat
there holding her hand, sitting in the silence,
feeling her feelings. Then she Just turned to
me and her face was totally different and she
said, 'Maybe there is something we can do.
Let's bring the women together."

Rarna smiles. "When she said that, I felt
it was the command of God. [really felt it was
the Universe speaking to me. This was my
next mission. Then she said, 'Bring the
women here. I  will cook. We'll have a day
together and we'll share our visions of peace.
We'll take those visions and I will get them
to the leaders of the Middle East, through the
Princess of Saudi Arabia.'"

. P u r p o s e ,
Passion & service

"In the past, women have felt so power-
less. thinking 'What can I do to make peace
happen in the world or change the economic
situation for women?' WC/VA gives us the
opportunity to envision what we want and
link up our visions with women across the
world," says Phyllis Grimes, aco-coordinator
for the Tucson Chapter of WC/VA, which
began in 1996. Phyllis worked with Rama in
the early years, traveling to Russia with her,
and helped establish the Center for Soviet
Dialogue there.

"As women are learning to step into lead-
ership roles, it's important to lead from femi-
nine energy in a balanced, son-competitive
manner. In this organization we are realizing
the kind of incredible strength we have being
females an a female planet," says Michaela
Alger, also a co-coordinator of the Tucson
Chapter.

"WC/VA helps empower women t o
know their vision of  a peaceful world, that
works for everyone, is important and can be
effective," says Phyllis.

Members of WC/VA magnify their vi-
sions in four major celebrations, called Link-
Up Days, which fall on the solstices and
equinoxes. On these days, women around the
world meet at a synchronized time and hold
the vision of a new world through meditation
and ceremony. Several chapters around the
country — including the Tucson Chapter —
are working en a Peace Tapestry which will
go to the United Nations in the new millen-
nium, year 2000.

The focus of  the Tucson Chapter for
1998 revolves around support, networking
and visioning. They meet monthly. Their
April meeting is on Sunday, April 19, 2-4рm,
at a member's home. In May, the group plans
to join the Phoenix Chapter (May 17) for a
meeting at Squaw Peak Park.

То contact WOVA 'х national informa-
tion line, call: 1-800-909- WO VA,

For information on the Tucson Chap-
ter, contact co-coordinator Phyllis Grimes al
(520) 529-6010.

For information on the Phoenix Chap-
ter, contact co-coordinatorAlexa Morgan 01
(602) 842-2644,

CHICAGO (ANs) — For six years, the
street newspaper StreetWise has offered home-
less people in Chicago an alternative 10 panhan-
dling and a means to return to the working world
by selling papers. Homeless vendors buy the
paper for 25 cents a copy, then sell it on the street
far a dollar, keeping the profit.

Now, with major community support, the
people who startnd StreetWise are opening a
three-floor Work Empowerment Center to give
homeless people access to educational and vo-
cational programs through the use of computers.

"Wejust had to bring the resources and the
tools together," said Anthony Oliver, executive
director of StreetWise. "Then we let them access
them."

streetwise, the nation's biggest street
newspaper with a circulation of 120,000, got the
financing, computers, volunteers and new build-
ing far the project from the community. Of the
$750,000 StreetWise needs to pay for the build-
ing and renovations, $465,000 has so far been
raised by individual donations and foundation
grants, with another five-percent coming from
corporations.

Construction contractors reduced their
rates by 40 percent. Discount Computer Ware-
house and Apple Computer sold computers to
StreetWise at cost, and local businesses, includ-

Within two weeks, Jewish American,
Iranian, Palestinian, Saudi Arabian, Leba-
nese, and Egyptian women gathered together.
Most of them were not only strangers, but
strangers whose parents, grandparents, and
great-great-great grandparents had hated and
mistrusted each other enough to kill.

The women all sat in a circle, not know-
ing what was about 10 happen, certain only
that it was important for them to be together.
Then they began to share their stories.

"The Israeli woman shared how her
friends were killed or maimed in the war. She
began to really cry. It just so happened that
the next person to speak was a Palestinian
woman who shared how her family had been
killed by the Israeli military. How their homes
had been bombed. The Israeli woman heard
her pain, just as the Palestinian had heard the
Israeli woman's pain.

"The Palestinian woman began to cry.
She motioned to the Israeli woman and said,
'And my sister there has suffered the same
thing.' In three seconds they were up on their
feet and they ran to each other in the circle
and they were holding each other, crying. And
I thought i f  that can happen between two
people perhaps it  can happen between two
nations."

Rama pauses, emotion welling in her
voice.

As the other women shared their stories,
"it was almost as i f  we were one-mind one-
heart, listening to the One speaking, feeling
her feelings." They broke bread together, go-
ing deep within, laughing and crying, and
each left, feeling as if something dramatic had
shifted in her world.

Apparently i t  shifted more than the
women involved. Shortly after that meeting,
Arafat shook hands with Israeli Prime Minis-
ter Rabin on the White House lawn.

One woman said, "I never thought that
women speaking about peace and holding the
vision of peace in the Middle East in living
rooms throughout the country would make
any difference — but now after seeing this.
I've changed my viewpoint."

That was the spark of WOVA (Women
of Vision and Action). The rest unfolded
quickly and effortlessly. Before the year was
through, Rama had been invited to speak to
500 women across the nation.

"Everywhere I went, I heard it said that
the feminine is emerging, not past in women,
but in men, children, everywhere. To bring
forth the end of war, to bring forth a peaceful
world for the next millennium," she says.

The meetings culminated in 1994 with a
conference i n  Washington, D.C.  culled
"Women of Vision: Leadership for a New
World." Women in the forefront of their fields
from Asia, Africa, the Native American com-
munities, Europe, Canada, America, and the
Middle East united in positive action.

"What we think, we manifest," says
Rama. 'Thoughts held in mind,' as Dale
Carnegie said, 'produce after their kind.'
More and more people are coming to that
realization. What we do as people is focus an
what's not working rather than what is. Here
we have women who are examples of what's
working, positive and visionary examples of

Continued on Page 18

Newspaper helps homeless
find jobs via computer

lug the Arthur Anderson accounting finn and
Kraft Foods, volunteered computer specialists.

During its first six years, StreetWise says,
it assisted 3,100 homeless men and women. Last
year, StreetWise found mainstream jabs for 58
clients and in the first two months of this year it
found Jobs for 12 mare

Once, when still operating out of an often
unheated building, StreetWise could only help
its homeless vendors with their problems
through personal referrals. Now, with access 10
the Internet and computer-based programs,
homeless people can come and improve their
reading and writing skills and conduct housing
and jab searches. StreetWise will also give an
e-mail account to each of its homeless clients.

"If an employer has a job for one of our
vendors, it can be difficult for that employer to
contact them," said Oliver. "But if our vendors
have business cards with an e-mail address on
it, it's not."

"We can talk about all the things that are
wrong in the world, or we can roll up our sleeves
and see what can be done about them," said
Oliver. "StreetWise is rolling up its sleeves."

Contact: Anthony Oliver, executive direc-
tor, srreerWiae, Chicago, Ill., 312-554-0060
this article is copyrighted by the American
News Service.



Learning is finding out what you
a l r e a d y  know.
Doing is demonstrating that you
know it.
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Sexuality/Spirituality
Celestial Earth
By Nicole Christine
The Awareness Journal columnist

Celestial Earth con-
sciousness expresses i n
many living myths. Celes-
tial Earth is New Cantetot. It
is the Hopi Fifth World of
Peace, Plenty, and Illumina-
tion. It is the New Age Fifth
Dimensional Realm. I work

extensively with planetary transition from the
third to fifth dimension.

In the third dimension, humanity perceives
a polarized reality, a world of separation. This is
the warrior realm where sue battle with good and
evil, right and wrong, dark and light, him and
her. As increasing numbers tire of jostling with
duality, they look around the battlefield. They
see how wounded they are and how many they
have wounded.

Their cry for healing propels them into the
fourth dimension. Here all time, energy, and
attention goes into healing self and others. Many
heal just enough to go back to the battlefield.
Their lives become a treadmill journey between
the third and fourth dimensions. Others become
"heaters" in need of a steady treadmill clientele.
But some reach an "Is this all there iC' point and
call out for wholeness. This call opens the portal
to the fifth dimension. These healers enter this
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NEW PERSPECTIVES
emergence point by becoming whole unto them-
selves. Then they assist others by helping them
access the portal, access wholeness, for "tern-
selves.

The fifth dimension is a realm of co-crea-
tion with spirit, nature, and one another. The
frequency is upheld through Living Ceremony
and by ritually giving all relationships to Spirit.
More and more of us are seeking full time Ce-
lestial Earth residency.

In my work usa priestess, as a Magdalene,
I am aware that perceived separation between
spirituality and sexuality creates the widest
abyss between dimensions. If we do not appro-
priately channel life force energy, we cannot
sustain higher frequencies of consciousness. I
see the third dimension usa realm in which men
and women attempt to get basic sexual and
reproductive needs met. I t  is the ground on
which the battle of the sexes is waged. It is a
world presided over by a President in double
trouble around war and sex.

We see that our nation needs healing. We
begin to realize how sexually wounded our chil-
dren, our men, our women are. We realize how
sexually wounded we are and how we have
sexually wounded others. From this perspective,
we can see what one and two dimensional sexu-
ality is about.

ID sexuality is literally one dimensional. It
is the realm of Playboy Magazine and sexual
billboards. Here male and female viewers feel
sexualized by eroticized flat images of the hu-
man form. 2D sexuality is about sexually objec-
tifying the body, one's own and others.
Attractions are physically based, tacking heart,
soul, or spirit connections. By non-judgmentally
examining how we as a people and individuals
relate to these dimensions, we can see where our
wounds are the deepest and begin to heal.

Only then, can we find the Celestial Earth
emergence point, what the Hopis call the sipapa
and Anhatians call the Holy Grail. In Celestial
Earth, sexual anion is a Living Ceremony sac-
rament. Sacred partners co-create harmony and
beauty within themselves, their community, and
the land, by channeling spiritual]sexual]creativc
life force energy for the greatest good. This
sacred union is cause for great celebration. The

Women of Vision ...
Continued from Page 2

what's possible rather than what's not hap-
pening."

The experience was so inspiring that 40
women said it must not stop. And it hasn't.
WOVA has a  momentum o f  i ts  own.
Branches have popped up everywhere, and
exist, worldwide.

Rather than using the old masculine
paradigm of  setting the structure and then
filling i t  with content, WC/VA allows the
structure to grow organically from the center.
Some groups are more spiritually-oriented,
while others are more action-oriented. Envi-
sioning, however, is key to all the branches.
Just as the women of that first circle, these

wounded king is healed and the purity of the
feminine chalice is reclaimed.

In Christian mythology, Celestial Earth is
the ascension realm. Answering the Call to work
with the Magdalene frequency has meant work-
ing to heal the wounded Christian myth. To
reunify the Magdalene and the Christ as Divine
Consorts. T o  whoHfy spirituality/sexual-
ity/creativity. Those of us who follow this work
allow the Magdalene consciousness to orches-
trate our actions, discovering what our work is
as it unfolds.

To tell our own stories in sacred space with
healing intent is personally transformative. To
tell our stories when there is a potent outpouring
of cosmic Chnsted consciousness is to partici-
pate in planetary ascension. It helps raise the
collective consciousness drawing us all closer to
Celestial Earth. f t  facilitates the healing of
woman and her inner masculine self. The heal-
ing of man and his inner feminine. As is gener-
ally so, we choose dates and activities then later
realize their cosmic significance.

April 11 is Easter Saturday. It is Passover.
On Good Friday, Mary, the Mother of Jesus;
Mary. the Magdalene; and Martha, the symbol
of the domestic role of women, held vigil during
the wounding of the sacred masculine. Their
inner vigil continued while he was entombed.
And it was Magdalene, who first recognized and
received the Resurrected Christ on Easter sun-
day. As a priestess of the sexual mysteries, wife
Of Jesus, and mother of his children, she exem-
plifies the whole sacred feminine. Their reunion
on Resurrection Day, reunifies the sexual and
spiritual, the sacred and profane.

May 24 is Pentecost when the Holy Spirit
fills believers with vital fire to speak and live
their highest truth. The process of writing and
sharing our stories as sacred integrates and uni-
fies our delusionarily separated sexuality and
spirituality. We have survived the crucifixion
and the stouiugs. We are resurrecting our con-
sciousness and ascending into Celestial Earth.
What a springtime this will be!
Nicole Christine is a  priestess, writer, process
facilitator, and author of "Temple of the Living
earth" and "Му Axtension Journal." She can be
reached at Earth tong Institute, PO Box 4216,
tiedor'a, Arizona, 86340. 'Celestial Earth' is an
archetype o f  t h e  ' G a l a  Matr t i  Orac le"  b y
Rowena Kryder.

women who have joined WOVA learn to
clarify and verbalize their own personal and
global visions,

"The true test," says Rama, "is to keep
your heart open no matter what. I'm so hope-
ful, even though you can look at the situation
in the Middle East or Africa and see no solu-
tions.

"Yet the rays of tight may be coming
through even where it seems the darkness is
so dense. I fret we're in the dawning of an age
where kindness and good wil l  for all wil l
prevail. It is truly an historic, exciting, evolu-
tionary time and I'm so happy to be a pact of
it and a part of so many women attempting to
create a positive blueprint for the millen-
nium."
Jan Henriksen is a  freelance writer and a fea-
tures writer for The Awareness Journal,

* T o w a r d  a science of Consciousness

Saturday April 25 1998
8:30 am. - 12:30 р .т .
Health, Healing and Consciousness
Karen Kohler, M.D. and Roberta Lee, M.D.
A unique blend of treatment perspectives from the new
University of Arizona Program in Integrative Medicine started
by Do. Andrew Welt

8:30 a,tn', - 5:30 p.m.
Observing the Mind
Charles Tart, Ph.D., author of Living the Mindful Life
Introduces People to three basic meditative techniques:
calming the mind and observing deeper mental processes
under ordinary conditions,

1:30 am, - 5:30 p.m.
Consciousness Reveals a "Global Workspace"
Capacity in the Brain

For more information or to register, call 621-7724 or go to our webstte

Pre-Conference Workshops
Bernard Haan, PhD. and Katharine McGovern
A sophisticated "theatre stage" theory that accounts foe
matched pairs of conscious and unconscious processes.

Sunday, April 26. 1998
8:30 am. - 12:30 p.m.
Overview of the Tucson Consciousness Conference
Victor Shaman, Ph.D.
Prepare to get the most out of the upcoming conference.

Quantum Theory, Reality and Consciousness
Paavo Pylkkanets, PhD,
Discuss the physics and philosophy involved with questions of
what quantum features supposedly related to consciousness.

In the Zone; sports as a Project of Transcendence
Rhea White and Suzanne Brown
Learn how to get "in the zone" o f  heightened sensation,
reactions and performance.

Full day workshops: $90 Hal f  day workshops: $45. For main conference sessions: confer a full program and registration rates
The workshops are offered as part of the international conference, Toward a Science of Consciousness, (Tucson III) which wil l  be held Apr i l  27- May 2, 1998.
A l l  workshops wi l l  take place at the Holiday inn City Center. T r i s u s m a r m s e n o s

www.consciousness.arizona.edu

1:30 a.m. - 5:30 pm.
Exploring Consciousness with Lucid Dreaming
Stephen LaBerge, Ph.D., author of Exploring the World of
Lucid Dreaming
Discover the useful skill of inducing and controlling your land
dreaming — dreaming while knowing that you are dreaming-.
to tap your unconscious mind.
Consciousness and the Binding Problem
Antti Revons'io, Ph.D.
Explores the question of how sensory inputs produce coherent
representations and harmonious behaviors.

The Mammalian Visual system
Christof Koch, Ph.D., author of Biophysics of
C o m p u t a t i o n
Visual consciousness isa most promising model system for
understanding consciousness. A review of the visual system of
the macaque monkey and a description of the human visual

ARIZONA.
Tunes Anions


